Abstract-The Block Shift Network (BSN) is a new topology for interconnection networks in multiprocessor systems. BSN is a class of networks defined by several parameters, and has a constant number of links/node for some given parameters. Many popular networks such as the hypercube, the shuffle-exchange, and the complete networks, are instances of the BSN for different parameters. Performance of BSN has been evaluated through analysis, simulation, and design of typical parallel algorithms on it. The results indicate that BSN surpasses the hypercube in several respects while retaining most of the hypercube advantages, especially when the traffic has the locality property. As the size & complexity of a system increase, however, the reliability aspects become equally important and should be included in the system-performance study. This paper discusses the reliability issue of BSN. Several reliability measures, including network connectivity, network diagnosability, and 2-terminal reliability, are obtained through analysis. This paper shows that the BSN not only surpasses the hypercube in performance as confirmed before, but also has comparable reliability to the hypercube under similar conditions. BSN is also very flexible in balancing its cost and performance. One can increase two parameters to enhance the performance and reliability of the BSN, while it is impossible to do so in the hypercube once its size is fixed.
The singular & plural of an acronym are always spelled the same. 1) amount of data, 2) frequency with which data are transmitted, 3) speed of data transmission, 4) interconnection between processors, 5) route that data take. Factors 1 & 2 depend on the algorithm itself and how well it has been partitioned.
Ideally, in a nonshared memory computer, if one processor wants to communicate with another, then it should do so over a link that directly connects the two. A link between every pair of processors would yield a system that is most versatile. Given a sufficient number of processors, there would be fewer or no problems with scheduling. Such a system is undoubtedly the most desirable, but is also prohibitively expensive. A link between every pair of processors would require links for processors. For any large the total cost of these links would swamp all other costs. Therefore, cost must be traded-off for speed and versatility. The trade-off that has been made involves routing data from one processor to another via intermediate processors, where there are no direct links between the two processors. This has four effects on the system performance.
1) There is now an extra delay added in data transmission because of intermediate stages. 2) Perhaps more important than #1, is the added capability that must be built into each processor to allow it to perform this routing intelligently. 3) There could be a larger queuing delay in each processor's output queue, because there is more traffic load in the system due to message relaying. 4) The system reliability becomes a problem. Therefore, to design an interconnection network to:
• minimize the message delay time,
• keep the cost low, • maximize the reliability, is an important task facing computer scientists.
The hypercube network is very popular for parallel computing systems [16] . Variations of the hypercube have also been proposed in [2] , [6] , [8] , [14] , [17] , [18] , [20] by changing or adding some extra links to reduce the communication time or to increase reliability in the hypercube. Combining several networks has been used to construct new networks. Recent examples are Hyperbanyan [9] , Hyper-deBruijn [10] , Banyan-hypercube [29] . Other researchers use a recursive definition to construct hierarchical networks [1] , [5] , [11] , [13] , [15] , [19] . The basic idea is to synthesize a network from simple building blocks in an incremental fashion.
More recently, the BSN was proposed as an efficient interconnection topology for parallel computers [21] , [22] , [24] . The BSN has a constant number of links per node for some given parameters. Many popular networks such as the hypercube, the shuffle-exchange, and the complete networks are instances of the BSN for different parameters [21] , [22] , [24] . The BSN has been designed to eliminate the drawbacks of the hypercube network while retaining its advantages. Because many application algorithms use the links on lower dimensions extensively, connections on lower dimensions are provided in BSN. In BSN, the neighboring nodes are tightly coupled, and remote nodes are loosely coupled, making the topology suitable for localized traffic patterns which are very common in many applications. Unlike the shuffle-exchange, BSN allows the level of fault-tolerance to be set by a pair of parameters. Preliminary results show that BSN:
• performs much better than existing networks in many aspects, • is very promising for massively parallel computers. [21] , [24] . However, the reliability aspects become equally important as the size & complexity of a system increase.
Definitions: survive: each node can reach all other nodes in a network.
-node-fault tolerant: A network can survive the failure of any set of arbitrary node faults.
-link-fault tolerant: A network can survive the failure of any set of arbitrary link faults.
The survivability criterion can be interpreted as connectivity of the network or of a given part thereof. Hence, in the design of a new network, message pathways should be redundant to provide robustness in the event of component failure.
Hypercube reliability has been studied extensively in the literature [17] , [27] . This paper examines the reliability and fault tolerance aspects of BSN. Network connectivity, network diagnosability, and terminal reliability of the BSN are derived through rigorous analysis. Comparison with the hypercube is included.
Section II describes BSN and related terms used in its definition.
Section III discusses the network connectivity of the BSN; link & node connectivities are covered.
Section IV describes fault-diameter of a network. Section V analyzes the diagnosability of the network. Section VI analyzes the 2-terminal reliability of the network. Notation 2 : a BSN which has nodes and, in each step only bits can be changed within the section of the rightmost bits in an address, PE with index binary representation of , representation of , representation of , link operation probability, event of having at least 1 path operational, out of paths of length , 2-terminal reliability of a , pair of source & destination nodes in a network.
II. BLOCK SHIFT NETWORK
In the hypercube, is connected to those PE with index such that , for . The connection between two PE whose addresses differ only in bit is the dimension-connection. For example, the link between PE 000 and 010 is the dimension-1 connection. The connection concept is now generalized. The connections between two processors are called the connections on dimensions to if the two PE differ only in bits from to and are connected by the links on these dimensions. There are several variations for the connections on dimensions to ; this paper considers the following connection methods. 1) If two processors whose addresses differ only in positions to are directly connected, then the connection is a concurrent-connection method. That is, in a concurrent-connection method, bits to in one address can be changed in 1 step to reach another address. When and (covering all dimensions), then the connection scheme corresponds to the fully connected topology. 2) If two processors whose addresses differ only in positions to can reach each other by changing bits to of their addresses one by one, then the connection is a sequentialconnection method. Thus, for 2 processors with addresses differing in all bits from to , one needs unitroutes to send a message from one to the other. If only 1 bit is different in bits to , then 1 step is needed. When and , then the connection scheme corresponds to a hypercube topology. 3) Connection methods #1 & #2 are the extreme cases. Basically, method #1 can change the whole section (bits to ) of the address in 1 step; and method #2 can change the section only 1 bit at a time. Between these two extremes, other methods can be defined. For example, define a connection method which can change the section (bits to ), 2 bits at a time, 3 bits at a time, and so on. Assume that the section (bits to ) has bits, and can be divided into subsections. A connection method which can change a whole subsection at a time is a partial-connection method; i.e., a partial-connection can change a whole subsection into any pattern in 1 step by modifying 1 bit, 2 bits, , or bits in the subsection. Basically, BSN consists of 3 groups of edges:
Group #1 connects nodes to their counterparts with addresses shifted cyclically positions left in 1 step; i.e.,, it connects the processor at address, to the processor at, . These connections are called L-Shift links and the data transfers over these links the are L-Shift operations. Group #2 similarly connects nodes to those with addresses shifted cyclically positions right in 1 step; they are called R-Shift links, and the data transfers over these links are R-Shift operations. Group #3 contains the connections over the rightmost dimensions. One of these 3 groups is used to define the connection over the rightmost dimensions. The links in group #3 are called R-change links; and the data transfers over these links are R-change operations.
The remainder of this section assumes that the BSN has nodes and in each step only bits can be changed within the section of the rightmost bits, and is labeled . When:
• , the network has a concurrent connection method over the last dimensions; • , the network has a sequential connection method; • , the network has a partial connection method. Define the nodes which are connected by the links in group #3 (R-change links) as a block. Conceptually, in a there are blocks each with nodes. Within each block is a complete graph (thin lines), and blocks are connected by either R-Shift or L-Shift links (thick lines), as shown in Fig. 1 . If the sequential connection method is used, for the , then each block is a hypercube with nodes instead of a complete graph, as shown in Fig. 2 . The loops in Figs. 1 and 2 are R-Shift or L-Shift links which happen to connect the processors themselves. The BSN is a hierarchical structure with nodes connected tightly within blocks and with blocks connected loosely. This property matches the communication requirements of most parallel application algorithms [5] , [11] , [15] .
The design of the BSN is motivated by the fact that although the hypercube is useful for many parallel algorithms, it lacks flexibility and costs too much when it is large. On the other hand, BSN is flexible because its parameters and can be changed to meet the performance & cost requirements. The BSN is scalable in the sense that changing the size of the network does not require changing the hardware within the nodes. Many existing networks are special cases of the BSN. For example,
• is the shuffle-exchange network; • is the -dimensional hypercube; • is the complete network. Thus, the BSN study is useful for comparing the performance of these networks. Preliminary performance evaluation of BSN indicates that BSN is superior to many existing interconnection networks, including the hypercube [21] , [24] . For example, the network degree (the maximum number of ports/node) in the BSN of nodes is . This cost measure compares the BSN favorably with the hypercube because BSN has a constant degree once are fixed, while the degree of the hypercube increases with its number of nodes. The diameter of BSN with nodes and degree is . As increases, the diameter of a BSN decreases, and its number of links increases.
Consider which has the same link complexity as a hypercube; the diameter of is smaller than that of the hypercube when [21] , [24] . Other performance measures, such as average distance, average delay time, and message termination probability, all indicate that BSN has a better performance than the hypercube of the same size. For more details on the performance, routing algorithms, parallel algorithms on BSN, see [21] , [23] , [24] .
Section III discusses the reliability of the BSN. Several reliability measures are derived for BSN. BSN is not only superior to the hypercube in performance, but also a more reliable network than the hypercube under similar conditions.
III. NETWORK CONNECTIVITY
Network nodes and communication links do fail and must be removed from service for repair. When components fail, the network should continue to function with reduced capacity; thus communication paths that avoid inactive nodes and links are desirable. This is particularly important for large multiprocessor systems because the probability of all network components operating correctly decreases as the size of the network increases. This section analyzes BSN with 2 examples: 1) BSN with sequential connection method, and 2) BSN with concurrent connection method. BSN with partial connection method can be analyzed similarly.
The parameter network-connectivity measures the resiliency of a network and its ability to continue operation despite disabled components. Informally, connectivity is the minimum number of nodes or links that must fail for the network to be partitioned into 2 or more disjoint subnetworks. Formally, the node-connectivity between two nodes and is the minimum number of nodes that must be removed from the network to disconnect nodes and [28] .
The node-connectivity of a network is the minimum nodeconnectivity value of all pairs of nodes. For example, the nodeconnectivity of a ring network is 2, because the failure of any 2 nodes prevents some pair of nodes from communicating.
Similarly, the link-connectivity between two nodes and is the minimum number of links that must be removed from the network to disconnect nodes and . The link-connectivity of a network is the minimum link-connectivity of all pairs of nodes. The link-connectivity of a ring is also 2. The remainder of this section simply uses node-connectivity or link-connectivity to refer to the node-connectivity or link-connectivity of a network.
An important component of a parallel system is the fault-tolerance and fault-diagnosis capabilities which are directly related to the node-and link-connectivity. As demonstrated by [28] , a network is -connected (node-connectivity ) if there exist at least disjoint paths between every pair of nodes in the network. In other words, is an -connected network if there is a path between any pair of nodes after the removal of no more than nodes. With this a basis, determine the BSN connectivity.
Consider the BSN as a 2-level structure. All the nodes whose addresses differ in only the least significant bits are grouped in a block; i.e., all the nodes in the same block have the same bit pattern in the most significant bits of their addresses. Lemma 1: There exists a set of disjoint paths between any two nodes within a block in a which are links apart. Proof: Because each block is a hypercube of size , which has been proved to have disjoint paths [3] , the lemma is proved.
Lemma 2: There exists a set of disjoint paths between any two nodes within a block in a , which are 1 link apart.
Proof: The fact that each block is a complete network of size proves the lemma.
To derive the BSN node-connectivity, transform the BSN into a new network by considering a block in as a node in . Thus, the address of a node in (a block in is the address of any node in the corresponding block in with the least significant bits discarded. If there is a connection between any 2 nodes in two different blocks of , then connect the two corresponding nodes in . Hence, according to the definition of BSN and this transformation of to , it is easy to generate the new network as follows:
Let be the radix-representation of , ; let be the radix-representation of , . Nodes and are connected if
Equation (1) corresponds to the R-Shift connections defined in a BSN; (2) corresponds to the L-Shift connections defined in a BSN.
Next consider the node-connectivity of the new graph .
Lemma 3:
The node-connectivity of is at least . Proof: Consider the paths between nodes and in Fig. 3 where nodes are represented in radix-. These paths are node-disjoint because an intermediate node in path has as the least significant digit.
Lemma 3 implies that removal of any nodes from does not disconnect .
Theorem 1: The node-connectivity of a is . Proof: Let there be faulty nodes. All the nodes within the same block are connected because there are disjoint paths between them, according to lemma 1. On the other hand, faulty nodes cannot disconnect the condensed network because the node-connectivity of is (lemma 3) and for any . Hence, all nodes in remain connected even if there are faulty nodes in the network removed. Thus, the theorem is proved.
Theorem 2: The node-connectivity of a is . Proof: Similar to the proof of theorem 1, this theorem is a direct consequence of lemmas 2 & 3.
In any network, the node-connectivity is smaller than or equal to the minimum degree since removal of a node whose degree is equal to the minimum degree results in a disconnected network. Also, the node-connectivity must always be smaller than or equal to the link-connectivity [4] , because removing a node effectively removes all links connected to that node. Thus, a node failure is more damaging to network-connectivity than a link failure, and fewer node failures could be necessary to disconnect the network. Thus, corollaries 1 & 2 follow.
Corollary 1: The link-connectivity of a is . Corollary 2: The link-connectivity of a is . A network with node-connectivity, , provides disjoint paths between every pair of nodes in the network and it can tolerate failures. Hence, higher node or link-connectivity increases the resiliency of the network to failure, provided appropriate mechanisms exist to recover. New routing paths can be established based on the proofs of lemmas 1, 2, and 3. Of course, longer paths have to be used to avoid faulty nodes & links as shown in Fig. 3 . In addition to being a measure of network reliability, connectivity is also a measure of performance. Greater connectivity reduces the number of links that must be crossed to reach a destination node. Since technology barriers, such as pinout constraints, limit the number of connections per node to a small constant, designing a network with higher connectivity and a constant number of connections per node is especially important. , has neighbors since L-Shift or R-Shift result in a loop to the node itself. Similarly, a BSN with , node has neighbors. Hence, if both the BSN and the hypercube have the same network degree, they have the same network-connectivity. However, higher network-connectivity can be achieved by adjusting in the BSN to satisfy different reliability requirements, while it is impossible in the hypercube once its size is fixed.
IV. FAULT DIAMETER
A fault diameter of a graph is defined as the diameter of a new graph generated after the faulty nodes & links are removed from the old graph. An -fault diameter of a graph is defined to be the maximum of distances over all possible graphs that can occur with at most faults [20] . In a regular graph of degree , -faulty diameter is equal to since if all neighbors of any node fail, the graph becomes disconnected. Hence, of particular interest is -fault diameter. Now, calculate the fault diameter for BSN.
Given a source address and a destination address, in a reliable BSN shift the source address positions right using the shifting link, then change these positions so that they match the least significant bits in the destination address. At most such shifts and at most bit updates are needed. Hence the total number of steps involved is at most . In a faulty with faults, shifts are needed instead of as shown in Fig. 3 . Similarly, at most bit updates are needed because traversing in a block in requires at most steps; a block in a is a hypercube and its -fault diameter is [20] . Therefore, theorem 3 follows.
Theorem 3: The -fault diameter of a is . Since the connectivity of the is , its -fault diameter is important. For a , a block in is a complete network with nodes, and its -fault diameter is 2. Using a similar analysis, bit updates and shifts are needed. Therefore, theorem 4 follows.
Theorem 4: The -fault diameter of a is .
V. NETWORK DIAGNOSABILITY
Diagnosability is an important characteristic for fault-tolerance in a multiprocessor system. A system of processors is -diagnosable (1-step) if all faulty processors can be identified without replacement, provided that the number of faults present does not exceed . The results in Section IV for connectivity can also be used to determine the 1-step diagnosability of the BSN.
[25] proved that following 2 conditions are necessary for a system of processors to be -diagnosable (1-step): 1) , 2) All processors are tested by at least other processors. [12] proved that the following 2 conditions are sufficient to ensure that a system of processors is fault diagnosable: 1)
2) The node-connectivity of the network is greater than or equal to . In BSN, each processor is presumed to be tested by each of its neighbors. Section IV showed that the node-connectivity of a is . On the other hand, since for all , then , and since for , then , theorem 5 is proved.
Theorem 5: For any , a of size of is -diagnosable (1-step).
Section IV also showed that the node-connectivity of a is . In addition, when , then . Thus, theorem 6 is true, based on the results in [12] .
Theorem 6: For any , a of size is -diagnosable (1-step). Once more, BSN is more flexible than the hypercube in terms of diagnosability, because it relates directly to its degree. The diagnosability of BSN is higher than the hypercube when the BSN has a higher network degree than the hypercube.
VI. 2-TERMINAL RELIABILITY
2-Terminal reliability (also referred to as path reliability) is an important criterion to evaluate the reliability of an interconnection network. Let be a pair of source and destination nodes in a network. The 2-terminal reliability between and is defined as the probability of finding a path entirely composed of operational links between and . This section determines this factor for both the hypercube and the BSN. Unfortunately, for these 2 networks, the number of paths between 2 nodes can be quite large, e.g., there are source-destination paths for a hypercube of size . Thus, the numbers of links and paths for the hypercube grow exponentially with the number of nodes in it [27] . Moreover, many paths can have one or more links in common, making the reliability analysis intractable. Therefore, this section derives a lower bound on 2-terminal reliability by considering a subset of all available paths between two nodes in the two networks. A lower bound on 2-terminal reliability offers an important insight into the value of 2-terminal reliability of a network. As long as the lower bound is quite tight, it can be used to estimate the 2-terminal reliability of a network. A lower bound on 2-terminal reliability is simply called reliability, in this section, because the lower bound used in the calculation is quite tight [20] , [27] .
The analysis assumes that link failures are s-independent and occur randomly in time. Consider any two arbitrary nodes in the BSN. Let each address have sections in the . As in the proof of lemma 3, network has paths of length . Based on theorem 1, the number of disjoint paths is in a . The length of these paths can be calculated as follows.
Since each block in is a complete graph with nodes, then a message has to traverse links from a source to a destination using these disjoint paths, where links are links in the network as shown in Fig. 3 , and links are internal links within the blocks of the BSN. A path of length consists of links and has reliability, . To derive , note that the probability of failure of all paths of length is . Thus, . Hence, the 2-terminal reliability of a can be derived:
In the hypercube, only of the shortest paths are disjoint [26] . Using a similar argument, 2-terminal reliability of a hypercube of size is:
Now, calculate the reliability of . Each block in the is a hypercube with nodes. Thus, in the worst case, a node needs to traverse links within a block to reach another node in the same block. As shown in theorem 1, the contains disjoint paths. Since the graph contains disjoint paths of length as shown in Fig. 3 , the length of the disjoint paths in is at most , where links are external in the network as shown in Fig. 3 , and links are internal within the blocks of . Hence, the 2-terminal reliability of a is:
The number of links in a hypercube of nodes is . The number of links in depends on both and and is [21] . Table I shows the values for the 2-terminal reliability of the hypercube and BSN of moderate size for various . The link operational rate of changes from 0.90 to 0.98. The reliability of the depends on . Table I  shows that when , has a lower reliability than the hypercube because it uses much less links than the hypercube. The reliability of is almost the same as the hypercube. These two networks have almost the same link complexity. The reliability of is much better than the hypercube for all link operational rates. This is at the expense that uses more links than the hypercube. has the least reliability because it uses the least number of links.
